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Abstract: With the increasing number of applications and systems that use Blockchain it is important to deal
with its downsides. We are considering combinatorial optimization ideas to motivate and address two main
issues in maintaining Blockhain. The first issue refers to economic usage of resources, and we propose a new
consensus protocol exploring the Proof-of-Useful-Work concept. Deanonymization problem is considered as a
second issue. It reduces to community detection in directed graphs which we propose to be consensus protocol’s
useful work. In order to implement the proposed ideas we provide a short targeted literature review and identify
the steps that need to be performed within the implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

BlockChain (BC) is a specially designed distributed data storage structure, maintained without any third
party of absolute trust by the so-called consensus protocol. The first BC implementation was related to the
financial domain - performing transactions with Bitcoin cryptocurrency. Nowadays, it can be applied to different
domains (digital identity, voting, notary, smart contracts, IoT, insurance, healthcare, etc.) [4, 31]. BC could
be regarded as a public ledger where all data (referred to as “committed transactions”) are stored in a list
of blocks (Fig. 1). In literature and practice structures other than list appear, and the corresponding data
storages are referred to by a common name distributed ledger technology, DLT [11, 26, 27]. Here, we always
consider BC as a list of blocks. Access to BC is realized by exchanging messages between participants (clients,
customers, entities, nodes). New data (organized in blocks) are allowed to be added by participants (the so-called
miners) simultaneously. The main issues in maintaining BC are security, privacy, consistency, and reducing
the consumption of electrical energy. Our goal is to contribute towards efficient resolution of some of these
problems by applying combinatorial optimization methodology.

Figure 1 Structure of the BlockChain network.

We focus on the BC consensus protocols and the ledgers with the aims to reduce the power consumption and
improve security of this distributed database by applying optimization techniques. Especially, the first aim is to
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influence the more economic usage of resources by developing a new consensus protocol based on combinatorial
optimization problems. Namely, Proof-of-Useful-Work (PoUW) [2, 7] is already established alternative to
just solving the classical cryptographic puzzle (known as Proof-of-Work, PoW). It assumes dealing with some
real-life optimization problems and enables miners to be doubly rewarded: for creating blocks and solving
submitted problems. We intend to address a real-life optimization problem that hasn’t yet been introduced in
BC community as a consensus protocol. The second contribution aims to improve security in BC by examining
the anonymity level of the participants, having in mind that the corresponding transactions are usually publicly
available. The main tool for deanonymization is classification/clustering of transactions according to various
criteria [3]. BC can be modelled by a directed graph, therefore in this work, we propose to treat deanonymization
as a community detection problem. Having this optimization problem as a PoUW might lead to self contained
BC, i.e., the security management in BC is at the same time useful work part of a consensus protocol.

The outline of the paper is as follows: We start with a short review of some relevant concepts of BC
(consensus protocol, Proof-of-Useful-Work, deanonymization), as well as the well-known combinatorial
optimization problems (clustering and community detection) in section 2. Section 3, then introduces the
fundamental drivers for combining the proof of useful work with deanonymization. It then discusses the issues
that need to be resolved before the successful implementation. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Basic BC Concepts

BC should be regarded as a methodology that keeps the consistency of big data via internet. It can be seen as the
chain of transactions’ sets that are grouped into blocks. To ensure the consistency and security of BC, each block
must contain a hash value of the previous block and must be timestamped [30]. Besides that, block consists of a
list of valid transactions and various other data (such as the signature of the block’s creator, threshold for the
hash value of a valid block, nonce, etc.).
Consensus Protocol: In order to verify the new block to be added to the chain, some consensus protocol must
be performed. The widely used consensus protocol, the so-called Proof-of-Work (PoW), requires miners to
discover nonce value (a kind of secret key) in order to add a block into BC. Each miner tries to find a specific
value for the nonce in such a way that the hash value of the whole block (nonce included) is smaller than the
given threshold. It is important to note that threshold is not a constant as BC itself can change it in order to
ensure that miners find a solution for the puzzle within a specified time window. The miner who finds a suitable
nonce that solves the puzzle, broadcasts it to the network and other participants can easily verify if the hash
value of the block in question is valid. If the block is valid, it will be appended to the chain. Once verified
blocks that are included in the chain cannot be deleted or changed.
Proof-of-Useful-Work: Main drawback of classical PoW is the excessive energy consumption, however, some
other issues (such as integrity, security, latency) are also identified. Among others, Proof-of-Useful-Work
(PoUW) concept is applied to resolve some of these issues. It involves solving hard optimization problems,
such as Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [16, 24] and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) training [2], as the
work to be done within the PoUW consensus protocol. Two sources of reward are established for miners by
PoUW: the basic one related to the insertion of new block into BC and the other one coming from the customers
whose problem instances are solved within PoUW. In order to efficiently deal with the instances of selected
optimization problems, metaheuristics, such as Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [20] and Bee Colony
Optimization (BCO) [6, 12] could be used.
Deanonymization: BC offers its participants pseudoanonymity which could be done in the following manner:
the transactions are made via e-wallet structure, which makes only its public key available for everyone on the
internet. During the creation of e-wallet, synchronization with BC, as well as transaction signing, there should
be no traces of the BC participant, and the IP address is not stored in the transaction packet [28]. Although the
anonymity is a desirable feature from participants’ viewpoint, it has been noticed that BC could be used as means
to anonymize transactions that involve illegal activities [9, 22]. It is also known that a special class of viruses,
called ransomware, can make transactions via BC. This subclass of viruses was later named crypto-ransomware
[10]. The reason why this kind of transactions is hard to trace is the fact that generating new e-wallet addresses
is a common occurrence.

The above mentioned issues represent weak points of the BC technology that allow malicious attacks.
Therefore, motivations to deanonymize BC data include: fraud detection and law enforcement, identifying
illegal and clean owners, system insights, anonymity and traceability, other socio-economical benefits of an
open data model [5, 19, 23]. Deanonymization [25] is often performed by applying classification/clustering
heuristics.
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2.2. Selected Combinatorial Optimization Problems

Clustering is a form of unsupervised machine learning techniques, having the goal of discovering patterns
in observed data. Since the consensus on what a cluster precisely is has not yet been reached, there are a
certain number of clustering algorithm classes [8]. Some of them being: connectivity models, centroid models,
distribution models, density models, subspace models, group models, graph-based models, signed graph models
and neural models. The core issue, besides the definition of a cluster, is the choice of a number of clusters, since
it heavily depends on the problem and the data. However, there are certain heuristic methods that may aid the
process, such as elbow method, average silhouette method and gap statistic method [13]. There are also the
algorithmic methods for determining the optimal number of clusters [17, 21].
Community detection in directed graphs helps to reveal the underlying community structure of those graphs.
That is possible as real networks possess the clustering or community structure property, under which the
graph topology is organized into modules commonly called communities or clusters. Nodes of the same
community are highly similar while on the contrary, nodes across communities present low similarity [18].
Edge directions contain useful information that could help go beyond common clustering techniques [14]. In
recent years, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been effectively used to discover cluster structures
due to its powerful interpretability property [15, 29]. In order to capture more accurate (positive and negative)
relationships among clusters and, thereby, to derive a latent factor that is even proper for clustering and also has
much more responsibility in the regularization Semi-Nonnegative Matrix Factorization could be used [1].

3. METHODOLOGY

In the text to follow we introduce the connection between combinatorial optimization and BC, and describe
how the deanonymization problem could be used as useful work for PoUW consensus protocol, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. We then discuss the issues involved in implementing our ideas.
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PoUW (community
detection alg.)
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Figure 2 Self contained Blockchain.
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3.1. PROPOSED CONSENSUS PROTOCOL

To insure safe, consistent, and efficient operation of BC we need to do both PoUW and deanonymization. As we
already mentioned, deanonymization involves classification or clustering, which are well studied combinatorial
optimization problems. We chose to treat deanonymization as the clustering problem because classification
requires labeled data which we might not have.

Our idea is to consider the instances of clustering problem, generated by deanonymization process, as the
useful work to be performed during the execution of PoUW. As BC data could be modelled with directed graphs
(DG), our clustering problem boils down to community detection in those graphs.

More precisely, when the user needs to deanonymize the subset of BC data, deanonymization preprocessing
phase creates an instance of DG and stores it in the pool of instances (see Fig. 2). PoUW selects transactions
from the pool of transactions and forms a block to be added to BC. As in classical PoW, the correspondence
between the composed block and an existing DG from the pool of instances needs to be established. The
corresponding DG is solved by community detection algorithm as a part of PoUW. The result of PoUW now
has additional benefit: besides possibility of adding a new block to BC, it provides user with a solution to the
considered instance of the deanonymization community detection problem. If deanonymization is a part of the
BC security management, BC becomes self contained framework.

BC may be modeled as a directed graph with vertices that contain entities, consisting of addresses, and the
edges representing transactions between the entities. At the beginning of the community detection process, the
preprocessing should be performed consisting of merging some vertices, grouping the addresses that are known
to belong to same entities. Such a reduced graph becomes the starting point for the heuristic algorithm, which
performs community detection based on the chosen similarity definition.

Before any clustering of BC data, there are several steps to be performed. Among the first ones is the
selection of proper distance function or other cluster similarity measure. This problem may depend on data
itself, and the solutions could be different for various data sets. In addition, to reduce the problem complexity,
feature selection should be performed resulting in lowering the dimensionality of BC data to be clustered. This
step is a part of data preprocessing phase.

3.2. GENERAL ISSUES

Before we can implement any PoUW type of consensus protocol these issues need to be resolved:

Format for stating problem instances;
Correspondence between problem instance and the composed block;
The efficient exploration of dedicated hardware already owned by miners;
Increasing the efficiency of the whole system by distributing the work among the available resources of
each miner or among group of miners.

In most of the related papers a particular optimization problem is considered (e.g., TSP) and the clients only
need to provide the input parameters (i.e., the number of cities and distances between them). However, such an
approach is very limited as the number of clients requiring solutions for an instance of TSP may be negligible.
On the other hand, the number of optimization problems and their variants is countless.

Once the pool of optimization problem instances is established, besides the set of transactions to compose a
block, miners need to select an adequate instance of the optimization problem. The correspondence between
problem instance and the composed block needs to be uniquely defined in order to mimic the connection between
block, its hash value, and the hash value of the previous block. Only in a few papers this correspondence
problem is mentioned, however, no adequate solution is provided.

In addition, dealing with some optimization problems may require special resources, both hardware and
software. It may be easy for a miner to get the adequate software because there exists the efficient code for
a lot of optimization methods. On the other hand, most of them require hardware that is not usually owned
by a typical miner. The main suggestion in the literature how to avoid this problem involves hybrid approach.
Namely, the miners are allowed to choose between the PoW and PoUW consensus protocols. This approach is
adequate also in the case when the number of optimization problem instances is smaller then the number of
blocks to be added in BC, so whenever the pool of optimization problem instances is empty, the miners can
perform the classical hash-based PoW. Obviously, in order to increase their rewards, the miners are motivated to
perform PoUW (i.e., to select optimization problem instances), as well as to invest in the new hardware suitable
for PoUW.

The latency, one of the known PoW drawbacks may also appear in PoUW. Namely, some instances of the
considered optimization problem may be very hard preventing each particular miner to solve it efficiently. A
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well known solution to this issue in the optimization community is distributed computing. It is very easy to
apply it in BC: several miners can join their resources and divide the required computations as well as the
corresponding reward.

Moreover, it is important to define how to check the validity of the solution, where the solution will be stored
and how to contribute to the BC analysis from the deanonymization standpoint.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Maintaining BlockChain (BC) is a complex and demanding task that involves, among other issues, security,
privacy, consistency, and reducing the consumption of electrical energy. It is the well-known fact that BC is not
immune to cyberattacks and fraud. Therefore, good security management system is of vital importance in BC.
On the other hand, the maintenance of BC requires a huge amount of electrical energy.

In this paper we proposed to consider security and efficiency problems simultaneously and to combine
solution approaches into a single procedure. More precisely, we considered deanonymization as the security
problem and detected that it can be modeled by the community detection in directed graphs. This is a well-known
optimization problem and could be addressed within the Proof-of-Useful-Work (PoUW) consensus protocol.
Such a framework enables to achieve a combination of gains. Finding a high-quality solution of selected
problem instance opens the possibility to add a new block to BC, while at the same time contributes to the
BC security. Moreover, the consumed electrical energy is not wasted just for solving the cryptographic puzzle,
rather it supports security management of BC as well. The proposed concept looks very promising, however, it
requires several issues to be resolved before the actual implementation, opening fruitful research field for the
future work.
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